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A career in art and art history can be rich and potentially advantageous. The number of career possibilities is endless in education in art and related fields. Graduates of the Art Studio Program will proceed to find works as artists who produce works for advertising, media, or sales or exhibitions. Art history
students are looking forward to a career as a museum conserve, curator, archist and art history professor. Many of these positions require a high level of education, so it is essential to obtain a graduate degree in order to remain competitive in the job market. Employment growth of art directors, great
artists and multimedia artists is expected to grow as fast as other areas of the economy. However, the outlook for curators and other museum workers is expected to grow slightly faster than average. In both cases, students with advanced degrees will be better fared in competitive areas. Check out the 10
Best Online Master's Degrees in Art &amp; Art History to find the best program for you. Methodology Best College Review provides degree rankings such as Best Online Master of Art &amp; Art History from carefully researched datasets published by governments and nonprofits across the United States.
The five main factors affect how degrees are ranked: 25% – Student Satisfaction 30% – Acquirability 15% – Retained Data 20% – Affordable 10% – Accept rate Please refer to the Methodology page for a detailed breakdown of how each ranking is calculated. #1アズサパシフィック⼤学アズサ, California.
A. Modern Art History, Theory and Criticism (online) Through academic analysis of our contemporary art, M.A. of Modern Art History, Theory and Criticism at Azsa Pacific University prepares students for a wide range of art history careers. Students looking for an acceleration program can complete it in as
little as 17-24 months. Students study on their own schedule, but they must be online at a set time to complete the assignment and participate in the discussion. To obtain a degree, you must have the ability to read a foreign language. This program is accredited by the National Association of Art Design
Schools. Tuition: University of Nebraska-Carney-Carney: USD 2 28,506, University of Nebraska Master of Education-Art Education: Master of Art Education: Emphasis visit to museum education, get a master's degree in website education, and prepare for a career in the art world completely online from
the University of Nebraska in Carney. Students will need a bachelor's degree in art education and visual arts to enter a program consisting of a concentration of museums and classrooms. By combining required courses and electives, students gain a broad understanding of the arts and prepare a career
in museum education. This program does not give certification to teach art in K-12 schools. The university is certified as such.Tuition by the Learning Committee and the Educator Preparation Accreditation Council #3: Master of Fine Arts, Louisiana Master of Arts, And Louisiana Northwestern State
University of Arts, prepare students to meet the demands of the contemporary art world with a combination of research and practical experience. Master's Program is a low resident online program where you can choose the concentration of painting, drawing, design, photography, crafts, sculpture, studio,



graphics, watercolors, ceramics, commercial arts and art history. Most classes can be completed online, but students must attend two three-week summer sessions or one semester at the beginning of their degree. This program is accredited by the National Association of Art Design Schools. Tuition: Fort
Hays State University Hays #4, a master's degree in arts history in Kansas, is preparing to earn a master's degree in art instruction, museum curation, or free art history at Fort Hays State University. Explore the history of ancient and medieval art, along with courses in Renaissance/Baroque, 18th and 19th
and 20th century art. In addition to obtaining a bachelor's degree in art history and studio art, applicants must submit writing samples and professional resumes, as well as complete 12 undergraduate courses in art history. FHSU is regionally accredited by the North Central Association for Colleges and
Schools #5. Students complete a sequence of three core courses completely online before concentrating on photography, drawing, jewelry, metalworking, painting, ceramics and graphic design. Applicants are required to retain the BFA or BA of art or graphic design and submit an electronic portfolio. The
university is accredited by the University's Southern University and School Committee Committee. Lindenwood University St #6.Charles, a student who is about to start a career in art history, visits Missouri Master Art in Art History, and students who are about to start a career in art history can gain
academic research experience with a master's degree in art history from Lindenwood University. Lindenwood provides students with a broad foundation of visual arts through specialization during the historical period of their choice. Lindenwood students must meet foreign language requirements in French
or German. A graduate degree can be completed in a hybrid or fully online format. Lindenwood CollegeTuition approved by the Council of State for The National Approval Mutual Agreement: The Academy of Art University San Francisco, California Online Art History Visit Website A curriculum covering
contemporary art covering ancient art, allowing students to obtain a degree in the history of Western art by obtaining a degree in art history from the Academy of Art Online. Registered students have access to the same high-quality instruction as classroom-based students, but have the convenience of
online learning. The Academy's program features a custom-made learning management system aimed at providing students with a high-tech and immersive educational experience. This program is accredited by the National Association of Art Design Schools. Tuition: 29,301 USD 8 Get a website guide
to the University of Pennsylvania Edinboro, Pennsylvania Center for Arts Education, and shape the next generation of art-educated student artists at the University of Edinboro, Pennsylvania. Students complete coursework on current issues of art education, educational strategies, therapeutic arts
education, and research methods. Applicants must obtain a bachelor's degree in the arts and other related fields and be certified to teach the arts. The University of Edinboro accepts graduate students from all 50 states through participation in the State-Approved Mutual Agreement. The university is
accredited by the Central State Commission on Higher Education.Tuition: .14,323.9 Main College of Art Portland, Main Master of Fine Arts Visit Website Main College Art Art offers students one of the oldest low-habiting art graduate degrees in the Low-Living Master of Fine Arts Program. Students will
complete a two-year, three-quarterly program while continuing to work on their careers. Several on-campus sessions are planned throughout the year, including an eight-week summer concentration in Maine for all new program participants. In off-site study sessions of the program, students receive
mentorship, reviews, and feedback through MECA's network of studio advisors. The university is accredited by the National Association of Arts and Design Schools. Tuition: Savannah University of Art and Design Savannah, Georgia Art Master, Master of Fine Arts Visit Website 29,92 #10 3 Dollars is one
of the most comprehensive art and design schools in the world. Online students can choose from animation (MA or MFA), fashion (MA or MFA), graphic design (MA or MFA), painting (MFA only), and other programs. In total, 14 graduate degrees are offered by SCAD. Students have access to learning
materials 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, and can apply to the university at any time of the year. The SCAD course works with a 10-week quarter system. SCAD is accredited by the Southern University School Committee Committee on Universities.Exchange, by Android Jones – About 10 million artists
a year who say the Internet is the best and worst thing that happens to art, visit the Louvre Museum. Tate Modern, just over six. These are the most visited art galleries in the world. Earn clients and work smarter with our free eBooks: Get it now! This is a number that debutART is proud of, and it is the
trump card of the highest quality of Paris, New York, and London. The venue is virtual and the artists may be a little less prominent, but we are looking at the power of the online art community. DemiantART has born an artleprener, says Angelo Sotila, CEO of the very successful art community. They are
artists who no longer have to rely on galleries, shows or pavements to win fans. We have a top seller in our printing program. We have a top seller using digital download tool and virtual currency. Hollywood producers buy art directly from members from the site. Book publishers look for sites for
illustrators. Almost every manga publisher in the world accesses talent through depiantART, including CGI studios, animation studios, game companies and creative departments of major companies. depiantART attracts 60 million amazing visitors a month and creates 2.5 billion page views. Oh!
depiantART is just one of many thriving online art communities. Behance, Cargo, Creative Finder, Dribble, Our Own ImagineFX.com: With so many sites competing for your art, and so many artists sharing their work within those sites, which one do you choose and how do you let yourself? depiantART is
a community, not a comment machine. If you don't put something in, you won't get anything from it. The career of the artist who learned to build their own brand is exciting and social and financial dividends are paid. It is the key to the success of any 21st century creative. Angelo explains that this means
self-promotion as well as participation. Comment on the artwork and user page. Please use the chat room and the chat box. Provides constructive criticism and people return favors. This is a brand building. Building a brand is the key to the success of 21st century creatives, says Tobias Kwan, CGHub,
Conceptart.org and CGsockiety are coordinated for the art of games and film. depiantART or Tumblr covers a wide range of artists and styles. Share your work on all of these sites, but focus on the community that's the way you work. Skultura Ambush! Nate Harinan was a successful CGSociety.
TobiasCalifornia game developer Lady at Dawn artists maintain profiles and pages on demiantART, CGHub, Tumblr, Blog Spots, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. He found a job on every single one of these sites. People like to think that if they do quality work, they'll eventually find out and have the
opportunity to show themselves, he says. Once you've selected the site you want to sign up for, you'll need to decide what you want to post. Tobias says it's good to share sketches and WiPs as well as finished works. It gives valuable insights to art directors and employers in your creative process. You
need to start uploading as soon as possible and take in feedback so that you can hone your craft. Start uploading as soon as possible and take in feedback so that you can hone your craft - if you want to keep one - clearly and exclusively demonstrate the wide range of your abilities as an artist, which
must be your best work. Tobias also advises you not to do too much with your personal information. Give people enough to tell you who you are and what you're doing. Andrew 'Android' Jones says the Internet is both the best and worst thing that happens to art: The exchange of ideas, techniques and
skills is remarkable. Now you have access to more artists, images and education than anyone else in the history of the world. Android - a former ILM and Nintendo employee who co-founded Massive Black - says his online presence is essential to his rise. But he also recommends exercising restraint.
Android Jones says you can have too many good things, and the internet is no exception to practice discipline and identification in your behavior. If you spend more time online than you are at the drawing table, it's a good time to re-consider priorities. If you want to see more natural pictures than the real
nature, take a walk. With the cost of further education, especially art schools, hardly out of reach, community art sites can take loose, providing guidance from top-level teachers at just a small part of the cost of formal research. In 2002, Android founded non-profit ConceptArt.org with Jason Manly. The site
contains more than 80,000 registered users and attracts more than 1.3 million visits each month. ConceptArt.org is a place where artists come to learn, says Jason. This site is the first site to offer live streaming of online education, and the first to offer a large scholarship program, providing downloadable
educational content for artists for the first time. We have created a ConceptArt.org workshop and even a complete university from within the community. The forum is still important when you picked up the wrong bed monster, by Aamir, as seen in IT Art.ConceptArt.org is a forum-based community. It has
recently been given a facelift, but the site is sticking to the original format. Jason maintained that forum andWe will provide artists with a more thought-out alternative to anachronistic, momental but momental feedback on social media. Facebook and Twitter said, It could be a waste of time. Your post will
disappear. If you post on ConceptArt.org, artists can embed it deep into Google and find it for years to come. Without formal art training, I started posting images of my work as a beginner in 2002. The thread is still alive. With over 2,000 posts and 3 million hits, it shows how he has grown into a talented
professional. Jeti of Brian Wainia, one of the stars of the forum-based art community CGSociety. If artists post and return it to the community, we can help them succeed. It's a pay-it-forward mentality, said Andrew Plummer, head of the Association of Ballistic Media and Computer Graphics. The forum is
far from over, he says. We have not seen a dramatic decrease in traffic to the forums, Andrew says. The web is getting very noisy and I believe that people will continue to seek informed discussions and advice. As social platforms continue to evolve, become busiest, and try to find ways to commercialize
their businesses, we feel that more and more people can return to the forum and search for signals to noise. What doesn't excite me is the noise of seeing the goodwill shared by artists on our site, Andrew says there are steps you can take to help you succeed online. It's a game of numbers: enough to
create a good job and someone will finally pay attention. Challenges and competition are a good way to get attention and practice working on deadlines. Make the most of these learning opportunities. But the important thing is not to share spam: criticizing and encouraging others can raise your profile
among colleagues and potential employers and also provide links to your heroes. What doesn't excite me is seeing the goodwill shared by the artists on our site, Andrew added. Next page: Featured tips from ART founders of IT!
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